
Industry Talks
Camphora's brilliant flora and fauna experts
understand the complex relationship between
Singapore's ecosystems and the built human
environment. Through industry talks, our staff will
share this knowledge with your business, NGO or
educational institution and offer possible solutions
to your current environmental concerns. 

Formats
that fit

your
interests

Camphora staff will work with your 
organization to create bespoke speaking
 engagements- whether that involves assembling a 
panel to hear from multiple perspectives, or answering
your most burning environmental questions!

Speaking Engagements

Topics:

 Why use science to make an
argument for wildlife protection?  

What does the 6th mass extinction
mean for Singapore's wildlife?

Strategies for habitat enhancement

What does a 'City in Nature' mean
for our future?
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What roadkill data tells
us about Singapore's

frogs and snakes

Mathematics and the
movement of wildlife

Ying Ying
botany

Slimy or scaly? Debunking
the myths around reptiles

Before flowers there were
ferns: Uncovering the unique

evolutionary traits of ferns

Click and collect: How online
shopping has impacted our
marine species. 

The secret lives of
Singapore's shorebirds

Stings, food and poop: How
plants and animals interact
with each other

Specialist Talks

Our seasoned biologists are experts on different
groups of wildlife and environmental issues
around Singapore. Through our specialist talks,
you can learn about any of the following topics:

Isabelle
mammals

Camera traps: The secret
lives of elusive animals

Zaleha
botany

How stories about plants
provide clues to our past

Veron
mar ine b io logy

Underwater invaders on
Singapore's coast



Nature Journaling 

Sketching Wildlife and Landscapes

Botanical Photography

Plant Pressing and Identification

Wildlife Identification

Intro to GIS for Analyzing Habitats

How to Set Up Camera Traps

Statistics for Ecology 

Introduction to Field Survey Methods
Mist netting for birds
Seine netting for fish
Light trapping for moths 
...and many more!

Hand's On Workshops
For those that are eager to reconnect with
nature, Camphora offers hand's on workshops
covering topics that are not commonly taught in
Singapore. These workshops are ideal for lunch
time relaxation in the office or a nearby park, or
for students looking to build their practical
skillsets in wildlife conservation. 

Workshops:

Want to
know more?

Send us an email at info@camphora.com.sg to book your
next speaking event or propose a unique topic of interest.  


